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VOICE

(she) We will ramble, you and I, dear, Through the lofty Pyrenees. To some village, nesting flow-er all the year. (she) Tho' I'm very fond of shy, dear, 'mong the pines or other trees. (he) I will pos-ties I've more in-terest, I fear In the
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point out ev'ry beauty Which in nature I may find, It's my
lovers that you mention (HE) Yes! It's sweet to watch them spoon, But they're

plain but pleasant duty And my uncle will not mind.
better worth attention In the soft rays of the moon.

REFRAIN

(she) What can match the lovely month of May Woods and fields

—in tender green array! (HE) That's when souls awake to

We will ramble &c 3
true love's bliss

When the rustic sweethearts kiss like this she or

else like this. (He) Arm 'round waist he sits and calls her, dear!

Head on shoulder, she delights to hear. Soon their hearts grow far to

full for talk (both) You and I may see this as we walk. walk.
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